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CategoryDiscussionEditHistory A line of quests covering the Heavensward expansion, through which players can obtain more powerful weapons specific to the use, up to a maximum of 275 iLevel. A young researcher from the Near East came to Eorzea in search of help. His field of study? Anima, an essence he considers to be the reflection of the soul. Through a chance
encounter with master craftsman Gerolt, he and the legendary blacksmith joined forces to create a weapon like the one the kingdom has never seen. Prerequisities[edit] Disciple of War or Magic at level 60. Completion of Heavensward (Quest). Unlock the Anima Weapons System[edit] This quest only needs to be completed once and the system will be permanently unlocked.
Phase 1: Base Weapon[edit] Step 1: Soul without Life (FATEs) (iLevel 170)[edit] This quest is reproducible; it may be active for a job at some point, but must be repeated for each. Visit the Revenant Toll, talking to Rowena and Syndony. Acquire 1 light crystal of each element by completing FATEs in specific areas (and sending them back to Syndony). This step can be ignored by
exchanging Syndony with a Zodiac weapon Zeta for one of each nodule. WARNING: The weapon will definitely be lost, but you can continue to get replicas of Drake if you have completed the vital title. Astral Nodule Fire x1Azys Lla Wind x1Sea of Clouds Lightning x1Churning Mists Umbral Nodule Ice x1Coerthas Western Highlands Earth x1Dravanian Forelands Water
x1Dravanian Hinterlands Return to Ardashir in Azys Lla and exchange nodules to complete the quest and receive an animated weapon iLV70. Step 2: Hardening (Dungeons) (iLevel 200)[edit] This quest must be progressed on the same work on which it is accepted. Accept Ardashir's quest. Fill 10 dungeons in a specific order on the work accepted by the quest. You only need to
have the animated weapon equipped when you leave duty; You can do the whole dungeon with your normal weapon, just make sure to trade before you leave duty after completion! You can perform the functions A Realm Reborn in a party unsync'd! Snowcloak Sastasha (Hard) The Sunken Temple of Qarn (Hard) Speak with Ardashir in southern Thanalan. The Keeper of the
Lake The Wanderer's Palace (Hard) Amdapor Keep (Hard) Speak with Ardashir in the South Shroud. The twilight vigil Sohm Al The Aery The Vault Talk with Ardashir in the pillars. Talk to Ardashir at Azys Lla to complete the quest and receive a awakened iLV200 weapon. Step 3: Coming into Its Own (Grind) (iLevel 210)[edit] The ultimate goal of this (long) step is to acquire four
elements of Cristiana, requiring a bit of a trading game. Each of the four elements will require: 10 of an unidentifiable token (obtained in various ways; see 4 of a given manufactured item (LV60★); See Recipe Pages Each item manufactured is also available for purchase from your large-scale quartermaster for 5,000 joints each. Acquisition of unidentifiable items (aka The Trading
Trading Go over the icons for more information. Phase two: Hyperconductive[edit] Finding Your Voice (iLevel 230)[edit] Back to Azys Lla and accept Ardashir's Finding Your Voice. Return to Azys Lla and supply Gerolt with the five oils to receive the Anima Hyperconductive Weapon. Phase three: Anima Weapon Reconditioned[edit] A Dream Fulfilled (iLevel 240)[edit] Gather
Umbrite and Crystal Sand and raise stats by visiting Ulan. You will need a maximum of 80 Umbria and 80 Crystal Sand (see note). NOTE: For this third phase of upgrading your Anima, you may get a bonus. This means that you get twice the points to only hand over the items for 1 upgrade. For this reason, it is recommended to get 70 of each item (Umbria and Crystal Sand) and
then proceed to upgrade your Anima until you are out of materials. Finally buy/exchange the remaining materials needed. 3.3 UPDATE Find out how to get and upgrade your new 3.0 relic weapon. Looks great, but will grind your soul to dust (: Fast Navigation: [Start 170:: 10 Dungeons 200] [Base Anima: 210] [230 Hyperconductive] [240: Novus II]Go to: MORE UPDATE STEP
Novus II 240Hey guys! So here's the new relic quest chain. Instil another weapon with more soul energy and expenses of our own soul energy. Whether you like it or not - here it is. We will detail every known step in the new relic process! Use the links above if you've been here before! For those curious about the new names of relics 3.0, it is in the basic anima page 210. Step 1:
FATEs (iLevel 170 Pre-relic 'Animated')Starting Quest: Soul Without Life Rewards: 170 Animated Seraph Cane Previous step: None (2.0 relic) Next step: 10 Dungeon 200 (This step can be skipped by putting your ZE RELIC 2.0.) This step rewards you with a 170 Pre-relic object level, such as ITEMLINKED. It is very reminiscent of stage 2.0 ATMA, which was pretty vile. In any
case, this step can be summarized by saying that you have to get 3 items that fall after completing fates, from each of the six areas to the sky. These luminous elemental crystals fall by chance. then pray to the gods of the RNG. Let's start by listing which item falls where (ordered by level)Recall: You only need THREE of each of the six Heavenward cards (18 total)Coerthas
Western HighlandsIceDravanian ForelandsEarthSea of CloudsWindChurning MistsLightningDravanian HinterlandsWaterAzys LlaFireAzys Of course, this comes with a few questions, and possible value movements - Can I fate with any class? Yes! You can even level up other low-level classes while finding these Atmas. This is by far the best change they have compared to stage
2.0 atma. Do I need a specific weapon equipped? No. Since you can use any class, this would be in direct conflict. Should the quest be active? I guess YES, and random fattening wouldn't drop these things if you didn't have the active quest in your log (needs confirmation). What kind of participation in FATE do I need? Gold? I need confirmation about that. Subject. need only one
tag (Bronze up), but I don't know if it's the same for that. To be safe, go and get some gold. PROTIPS: Use the PF to find groups or make one yourself. It's always better for FATE as a piece. Also, complete and hunt FATes in an intelligent way, try to finish those with a less remaining infiture (if you can do so). Sometimes avoiding mega-boss FATEs is smart, simply because of the
time spent. Any DESTIN that fails will be reset to the easiest difficulty when it spawns again, conversely, FATES that repeatedly succeed become harder and harder. Step 2: 10 Dungeons (iLevel 200 Eve pre-relic)Start Quest: Toughening Up Rewards: 200 Seraph Cane Awakened Previous Step: FATEs 170 Next step: Base Anima 210This part is pretty simple. Fill in 10 dungeons
and you're done. Dungeons in orderSnowcloakSastasha (Hard)Qarn (Hard)Keeper of the LakeWanderer's Palace (Hard)Amdapor Keep (Hard)Dusk VigilSohm AlThe AeryThe VaultDo I must carry a specific weapon? Yes, you must carry the relic 170 THAT YOU ZONE OUT. Unlike the Animus in which you had to wear it while killing the final boss. These dungeons MUST be
COMPLETE in order. There is not much else to say here. Again, the list of the usual questions and tips below... Can I use any class? No, since you have to carry the gun while you're out. Can older dungeons be synchronized? Yes! This saves us from some of the pain, at least. PROTIP: DPS will have a harder time with what I guess, due to dungeon queue times. PF may or may
not even help here, due to the fact that waiting for it to fill up might be slower than in fact just the queue. Try it, anyway. You can get a group ready to go all the way. Okay, so those first two steps weren't that bad, were they? Next step (3): Base Anima 210 - is where the real grind begins. But before you worry, let me congratulate you on your EZ 200 weapon. For more awesome
FFXIV updates, like us on Facebook! Hit us on Twitter, and check us out on YouTube and Twitch.Pages: Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4 Patch 3.15 presents the new Anima weapons that sit at ilvl210. The starting quest can be picked up in Idyllshire. There are 3 quests that must be completed in order, for each relic. However, you can work on several relics at the same time. An
example is to pick up Quest 1 on your LDP, while working on Quest 3 for your WAR.1: Soul Without Life This quest requires the collection of 18 6 atmas of FATEs in the new celestial areas. 3 1 atma is required from each However, this step can be ignored by exchanging your Zeta relic weapon. You can complete FATEs on any class, so feel free to use this grind to get some
leveling done. Once you've acquired each of the crystals, meet Syndony at Mor Dhona (Balcon) and exchange the crystals for nodules.NOTE: If you exchange your relic, be sure to complete Jalzahn's Vital Title quest before doing so. This is the quest you're completing for Home of the Brave2: Toughening Toughening Step requires you to complete 10 dungeons with your new
relic. The first 6 dungeons can be out of sync and you only need your relic equipped with YOUR SORTIE. When you finish this step, you'll have a weapon ilvl200 Awakened.3: Coming Into Its OwnNOTE: See HERE for a handy checklist - thanks to /u/BloodyKat and/u/WindalfrThis is the long grind step. You must collect 4 items for Gerolt. Each of these items themselves require
other items to exchange and are exchanged while talking to Cristina in Revenant's Toll. Both chips are needed. There are several ways to get a token and 20 10 of each are needed. The precision items are placed in your inventory at completion and are exchanged at Sabina in Idyllshire.Below are the recipes for each item required. You need 4 of each in NQ and they are 1 craft.
NOTE: From patch 3.57 these manufactured items can be purchased from your GC for 5k joints each - thank you/u/leiloniCes are skilled trades and the first row contains new trades that have also been added. All craft specializations are required to make a complete set of items. From patch 3.2, it's no longer specialized crafts. If you want to see what the relics look like, see HERE
- Thanks to /u/Sorath844: Find your voiceThis step, added in patch 3.25, starts by talking to Ardashir at Azys Lla (X: 7.4 Y: 11.5)You are required to collect 5x Ether Oil. This can be obtained in 2 ways.1: Complete the weekly quest crystal tower The Gift of the Archmagus from Koh Rabntah to Mor Dhona (X: 21.8 Y: 8.1)2 : Buy for 700 Lore or Esoteric from Hismena to Idyllshire (X:
5.8 Y: 5.2)This step rewards you with ilvl 230 relic weapons. See HERE for weapons images, thanks to /u/Elyrisiu5: A Dream FulfilledSee HERE - thanks to /u/Ven_ae6: Future ProofSee HERE - thanks to /u/aSusurrus7: Born Again Anima, Some Assembly Required and Body and SoulSee HERE - thanks to /u/Saik19928: Body and Soul, Words of Wisdom, Best Friends
ForeverThis quest series are pretty easy and a nice ending to the relic quest chain. Body and soul - Just need to talk to a few people. You get a minion as a reward. Best Friends Forever - This quest requires you to complete HM trials. They can all be made unsync, just make sure you have your i270 relic equipped, finally you have to buy an archaic enchanted Tomestone for 1000
Lore or PoeticsAfter completing this quest, you will be rewarded with your finished i275 relic! Thanks to - /u/Hezkezl, /u/sundriedrainbow, /u/Lorberry, /u/Nidelia, /u/Syldris, /u/Hakul, /u/serahmcPage 2Posted by5 years ago 539 comments comments
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